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truck was noted by the web series' host as being the fastest vehicle they've ever featured, and
that's a claim we find easy to believe. You might be familiar with the truck's owner, as Steinfeld
has spent a lot of time behind the wheel. As you can see in the stunt driving reel on his
YouTube page , he's put in as much time honing his skills as he has turning wrenches, and it
shows. And yes, Griffin is the proud older brother of the Bumblebee star and pop superstar,
Hailee Steinfeld. We don't know what's in the water at the Steinfeld house, but this is one
mega-talented family! The current star of the show would have to be the horsepower Apache
that seems to put a little fear into Shawn Davis from AutotopiaLA when they go for a spin. If you
don't want to take Davis' vouching for the prowess of the truck, the fact that they have to
communicate using aircraft headphones should be a tip-off. A lot of what went into this build
involved Griffin getting his hands dirty, which is always reflective when a vehicle's owner is so
knowledgeable about their ride, to the point where they know the limitations and can tell you
every last specification of the build. Along with twin-turbos, the LS2 engine is built to the nines,
as is the rest of the truck. At 20 psi, the striking blue Apache is pumping out horsepower, and at
40 psi, a jaw-dropping 2,horsepower. The best part is, it's all happening on radials. All the effort
put into the Chevy add up to a zero to sixty that falls under one second estimated 0. Get the full
rundown here:. Elizabeth Puckett 2 days ago. Elijah McClain: Sheneen McClain relieved her son
'is no longer labeled a suspect' after investigation into officers' actions. Replay Video. Skip Ad.
Microsoft and partners may be compensated if you purchase something through recommended
links in this article. Found the story interesting? Like us on Facebook to see similar stories. I'm
already a fan, don't show this again. Send MSN Feedback. How can we improve? Please give an
overall site rating:. Privacy Statement. Opens in a new window Opens an external site Opens an
external site in a new window. This truck was noted by the web series' host as being the fastest
vehicle they've ever featured, and that's a claim we find easy to believe. You might be familiar
with the truck's owner, as Steinfeld has spent a lot of time behind the wheel. As you can see in
the stunt driving reel on his YouTube page , he's put in as much time honing his skills as he has
turning wrenches, and it shows. And yes, Griffin is the proud older brother of the Bumblebee
star and pop superstar, Hailee Steinfeld. We don't know what's in the water at the Steinfeld
house, but this is one mega-talented family! The current star of the show would have to be the
horsepower Apache that seems to put a little fear into Shawn Davis from AutotopiaLA when
they go for a spin. If you don't want to take Davis' vouching for the prowess of the truck, the fact
that they have to communicate using aircraft headphones should be a tip-off. A lot of what went
into this build involved Griffin getting his hands dirty, which is always reflective when a

vehicle's owner is so knowledgeable about their ride, to the point where they know the
limitations and can tell you every last specification of the build. View this post on Instagram.
Another rad video in the books with the guys from autotopiala. Good times, great people and
even better burnouts. Along with twin-turbos, the LS2 engine is built to the nines, as is the rest
of the truck. At 20 psi, the striking blue Apache is pumping out horsepower, and at 40 psi, a
jaw-dropping 2,horsepower. The best part is, it's all happening on radials. All the effort put into
the Chevy add up to a zero to sixty that falls under one second estimated 0. Get the full
rundown here:. Sign up for the Motorious Newsletter. For the latest news, follow us on
Facebook , Twitter , and Instagram. Alvin Kamara just wants to share his newfound passion with
friends and teammates. With the arrival of the new Mercedes-Benz SL, it's time for all the usual
suspects to update their body and tuning packages accordingly. Observers familiar with
Lorinser's stuff know what to expect here, and in typical fashion, there's enough mesh
grillework to allow for every conceivable cooling need, real or imagined. A large vertical vent
replaces the "gills" that are standard on the current SL's front fender. What did they think was
going to happen? The company says it is undergoing its last endurance tests before the world
premiere. The SUV is loaded with safety tech. The design is yet to be finalized, but some of the
new trucks will be electric. What does this mean for enthusiasts? Rolls-Royce may offer the
height of luxury, but that height has been constrained thus far by the Earth's atmosphere. No
longer. Few countries have such unimpeachable car-crazed credentials than the Isle of Man.
The semi-autonomous British island has no speed limits, boasts a fearsome TT road course,
and is home to a handful of motorbike champions, former F1 world champion Nigel Mansell and
even Jeremy Clarkson has a house there. Apparently, the love of motorsports hasn't escaped
any crevice of Manx society -- not even the postal service -- which has announced it is issuing a
set of stamps to honor Britain's new golden boy, recently crowned Formula One world
champion Lewis Hamilton. The six-stamp set, which will be released on January 15, will feature
images from Hamilton's triumphant season, and follows the British Racing Greats which the
Philatelic Bureau of the Isle of Man Post Office released earlier this year. There has been a
gigantic gap, in both size and price, between electric cars in this country. Choices like the
Chevy Bolt EV and Hyundai Kona Electric are reasonably affordable, but they're small and their
interior sparse for the money. How much would you drop for this classic Mopar? The base
model of the EV is out of the lineup because its submile range doesn't meet the automaker's
current range standards, the CEO said. Dash cams have been a popular vehicle accessory
worldwide for years. If you've been thinking about picking up a cam for some extra protection
behind the wheel, check out our list of these five best-selling dash cams on Amazon. The cam
supports up to a GB SD card for storage and when it gets full, it automatically re-writes old files
with new ones for ease of use. No, this Shelby F Super Baja gets its name from being an
outright monster off-road. Now in IndyCar, Grosjean would entertain idea of substitute role in F1
if needed in Tesla prepares to face new challengers in multiple segments as it updates its lineup
and pricing. There's a brand new Mitsubishi Outlander for the model year, and we've been told
that a plug-in hybrid version is on the way. A rear-axle-mounted electric motor adds 70kW of
electric power, up 10kW over the old version. Manufacturer says off-road racing effort at the San
Felipe will not be a start-and-park in the desert. Read full article. Story continues. Latest Stories.
Car and Driver. This price leap may explain why, in my youth, nearly all farm trucks were RWD,
and usually fitted with extremely deep-lugged tires. As seen on many builds in recent years, the
inside is completely done while the outside wears its original weathered body and paint. The
seller describes a truckload of new parts on this Apache. The Chevrolet trucks were all new
including dashboard and availability of four-wheel-drive from the factory. This truck features an
all-new wiring harness and a long list of new and replacement parts to make a reliable driver
that differs from original only in ways that an expert would notice. A wood bed kit is only part of
the parts cache that comes with the sale, a gracious offer that speaks highly of the seller. Like
Dodge, M-H, or Jeep, they were for slogging through the woods, at 10 mph, certainly not for any
highway travel. While this is a nice truck, the seller, it seems, wants to keep that original charm,
and has newer bias-ply tires, a very poor choice, as radials are the only thing that makes these
even remotely driveable today. When was the last time you drove something with leaf springs
and bias-ply tires? I fully agree, Howard. It seems all of the value for these and Ford Highboys,
and Broncos, and FJs, and Scouts comes more from nostalgia and image than from any
practical intent. I definitely like what I see here. But I still look at a project like this as being
half-done. All the work to combine two trucks and still leave the original paint. Paint the
daggoned truck! As far as driving these trucks is concerned, Howard has got a point. I think is
is a short-bed but cannot be sure as there is no full side pic. Nice interior! Where did owner find
the full rubber floor mat replacement? I agree with Geomechsâ€”paint it and also install a
correct fir bed floor painted body color as intended, no polyurethaned oak. Nice truck. Got stuck

in the sand. An old-timer told us how to get unstuck for just a laugh at our predicament. Have
shared this advise on numerous occasions since. Lower the tire pressure to a few pounds on
each tire and drive right out. Then go buy a cheap tire pump to get to a gas station to pump up
the rest of the way. Thanks to the old-timer and my best friend who still reminisces about this
story 50 years later. Guess we are the old-timers now with great memories. Apparently nobody
has priced 4WD trucks recently. Well here it is! It, like this, is a road-going tractor which still can
earn its keep. Yeah, paint it but hold off on the clearcoat. I had a 59 Apache napco that I loved to
death did a full resto on it yes paint too. The only reason I had to sell it was to pay lawyers in my
divorce years ago. Saddest day of my life. It was a beautiful perfect truck. Extremely cool truck
looks good just the way it is,of course with the bed finished. Don't post your car for sale in the
comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without
commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later.
Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Todd Fitch. More: Chevrolet. Like This? Get Our
Daily Email. Comments Howard A Member. Had Two. Tom Bell. Michael Ziolkowski. David
Wayne Krum. Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Rare Mercury Cougar 20th Anniversary
Edition. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter:
Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue
reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! This Chevy Apache is a very rare
truck. This truck is a Frame-Off Restored truck that spent its life in Texas. It was restored
around 5 years ago so it will have some minor stone chips and marks from driving over the
years. This was professionally restored and they did an excellent job on the truck and went
through everything. There are not many trucks like this around anymore especially in this
configuration. The body on this Apache is excellent and super clean. It is a straight, original, all
steel body. There are no rust issues with this truck. The Bregade Blue and Pure White paint is
gorgeous and it is a really slick paint job. Looks awesome in person. All of the Chrome and
Stainless is beautiful and the bed was redone in Walnut and looks like new. The underside is
amazing and is highly detailed. When it was restored they added all new seals and
weatherstripping. The interior was also restored with all new parts. Everything is working as it
should and it it is just a really nice, clean, and stock interior. It has the Inline 6 Thriftmaster
engine that starts easily and runs smooth. It was rebuilt when the truck was restored. When this
was restored the last owner told us had everything rebuilt and gone through mechanically so
this truck is sound. We do have an original set of Steel Style Wheels that will come with the
truck if you prefer to make all stock. This is such a cool truck and whoever buys it will have a
very unique and cool vehicle. We drive what we sell so that we can give you a first hand and
accurate report on how the vehicle runs and drives. Our pictures are never touched up or
photoshopped. What you see is an accurate representation of the vehicle. We take consistent
pictures and show you everything so you can get a true representation of the vehicle. Drivetrain
Engine Type:. Complete Pictures including undercarriage and Video at Full Gallery. Contact Us
About this Vehicle. Last name. Outlying Islands U. Time to call. Thank you for your interest!
We'll get back to you soon! Speed Digital. All rights reserved. More on this:. Up Next. Although
a short presence on the automotive scene, the Chevrolet Task Force series of trucks made a
mark on the industry. We reckon Ekstensive Metal Works is part of the famous bunch. They did
the same with a light-duty Task Force from While careful to retain all the lines that make the
truck stand out in a crowd of trucks, the shop did leave its mark on the thing by smoothing it
out, wrapping it in a color called Dune, and providing it with just the right amount of chrome to
make it shine. The suicide doors the truck comes with open to a Sand interior that perfectly
matches the exterior hue. A diamond-shaped instrument cluster is located on the dashboard,
right next to a Kenwood CD player. What happens under the hood, though, is something out of
this world. It works with a three-speed automatic transmission. The truck has repeatedly been
on sale since it was made a few years back. Editor's note: This article was not sponsored or
supported by a third-party. You will only receive our top stories, typically no more than 5 per
day yes no. Once the word gets out that you love Apache trucks, and people start calling you to
say they've seen one around town, and they'll keep an eye out, then you see that curved hood
and blunt nose and wrap-around windshield like a ghost turning the corner on Victoria Avenue
cutting through the orange groves in Riverside, or you'll remember seeing one moving slowly
down a two-lane highway in the Colorado plains, or parked near a barn outside Austin, Texas, or
up on blocks in Hammond, Louisiana. These are some of the places where I've seen Apaches,
and I've come to realize that so many classic cars and trucks are like emblems of American
history, but the Apache truly gets a particular kind of sentimental, historic, and intense love
from people of all races, backgrounds, and regions. Maybe the Apache has the best stories.
This year, I heard some: a man who grew up in New Mexico always rode in his father's Apache
through the desert, to the drive-in, everywhere with his siblings, and so when his wife and he

had five kids of their own, he bought an old Apache to restore. He moved to Cheyenne when he
joined the National Guard, and was in the midst of the restoration when he was called to
Afghanistan. He was killed there by a roadside bomb. But the people in Cheyenne and northern
Colorado took on the job, finishing the truck in navy blue and perfect detail, and presented it to
his wife. Two brothers and their dad in Las Vegas work for months restoring a Apache, and the
father works so hard he falls asleep underneath the car, on his back, which makes the sons
realize his health is failing. He loses his eyesight two weeks after the last coat of paint is
applied, but says he's grateful he got to see the twilight blue so he knows how it looks when
they're out riding. My friend Eric has his father's Apache parked in his yard. But he called me
last week to say he found an Apache with a story. He saw the truck pulling out of a gas station,
pulled up beside the driver while they cruised along, and started the conversation. He sent me
out to Perris, and when Doug and I drove under the telephone pole gate down a long dirt road to
meet Wes Thurston, it was like we had scaled a Tibetan peak to meet the Yoda of Chevy trucks.
Standing in front of his two loves, the Apache he drives every day, and the larger Viking he's
been working on now, Thurston shows us the VIN number actually stamped into the metal frame
rails on the Viking, the numbers he found when he bought the truck out of a yard and wanted to
know the history. Wes knows his history. He brushed the rust from the VIN numbers, looked up
the model in the factory handbook he keeps propped inside the cab of his truck, and told us,
"This truck came off the assembly line in Van Nuys, California! People see an old truck in a
yard, and they think these vehicles are junk. They want to tow them away, and I say, 'You're
destroying California history! They were built here. He leans against the huge curved hood of
the Viking. A lot of the old Model As were built in Carson. Wes told me that these Apache trucks
saved his life. His father was a Marine in the segregated American military in , and when he
retired from the service in , he was the oldest Marine in America, according to Wes, having
fought in World War II, Korea, and Vietnam. And when Wes was born in Los Angeles in , his
father often drove a Buick Roadmaster back and forth from California to Virginia, which is how
Wes came to sleep well only to the rumble of an engine. Wes took auto mechanic classes from
junior high on, but back then the Compton area "was like growing up in Afghanistan now," he
says. These trucks kept me alive. He bought the Apache in , out in Mead Valley. The Apache
series of Chevrolet trucks changed the work truck in America, according to Wes and every other
Apache truck lover I've met. In , these half-ton trucks were made with 6-cylinder engines, with
wrap-around windshields designed to let drivers see more, with dual headlights and a body
style that remains classic and recognizable. All you need is wrenches," Wes said, gesturing to
the grill. The Viking is a two-ton, snub nose behemoth, with a Cab Over Engine design which
makes it more powerful. Wes would leave Wayne's Engine Rebuilding in Riverside every week,
and look longingly at the Viking sitting in a backyard. He'd been working for the California
Department of Forestry, on their fire engines, for five years, and then worked for the county. The
original stock engine is still inside. More than that, Wes Thurston's nature is to have the original
chrome emblems on each truck, and he knows every single detail. Her novel "Highwire Moon" is
about a California-born daughter searching for her Mexican-born mother. Doug McCull
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oh's photographs have been exhibited across the U. His fourth book "Dream Street" chronicles
the builders, workers, and homebuyers of a subdivision in Southern California. Read more of
their stories here. In Concert at the Hollywood Bowl Start watching. Artbound Start watching.
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Twitter Email LinkedIn. Read More. If approved by the Legislature, it will be a major win for Child
Care Providers United, which is still negotiating a master contract with California. By Elizabeth
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